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See those faces, those trusting faces obliterated by radio
active Hell. Those of us who in one capacity or another
are the leaders of the OECD nations have above all the
moral responsibility to fulfill the ·trust those ordinary
Europeans and Americans have placed in us. We carry
as our moral responsibility the hopes of all the genera-

tions before us, the anxiety of the present and the possibi
lity of the future. If we can not act to deal properly with
the real assassins of Juergen Ponto under these circum
stances, our culture is not fit to survive
and it will not
-

survive!

Send Security To LaRouche
Over State Dept. Sabotage
The U.S. Labor Party and U.S Whig forces gained an
important victory during the 24 hours between 2 PM
August 2 and the afternoon of August 3 as a nationwide
political mobilization forced the Carter Administration
to back down from its attempt to bar security specialist
Captain Larry Cooper from going to Wiesbaden, West
Germany, where he is coordinating security measures
against a threatened assasination of USLP chairman
Lyndon H. LaRouche by the Interpol-deployed Baader
Meinhof terrorist gang.
Captain Cooper, the aide-de-camp to Mitchell WerBell
III, the foremost expert on security and counterintelli
gence in the United States, arrived in Wiesbaden to begin
his assignment early on Thursday, August 4. WerBell an
nounced August 2 that he has been officially retained to
provide physical security for LaRouche, and that he will
go to Wiesbaden shortly to personallly arrange security
for the USLP chairman.
The first results of Captain Cooper's work with La
Rouche and European and U.S. Labor Party security
specialists have established that the profile for the terror
operation is a massive bloodbath directed particularly
against industrialist and financier circles. Operated out
of the Zbigniew Brzezinski-controlled Baader-Meinhof
gang, environmentalist and Maoist terrorist networks,
the bloodbath is being run under the "belief structure"
profile that "LaRouche is another Hitler." In Europe,
evidence points to Switzerland as a probable base of
. operations, with West Germany and Italy as the princi
pal target locations for the first wave of the bloodbath.
The profile conforms With the renewed wave of terror
ist FALN bombings August 3 against prominent corpor
ate headquarters and one Department of Defense instal
lation in New York City. It also corresponds with current
operations against the Labor Party leadership.
WerBell's decision to accept the assignment to protect
LaRouche came after high level .intelligence sources
warned over the July 30-31 weekend that the Carter-Mon
dale· Administration has placed LaRouche's name high
on a list of some 40 to 100 individuals in West Germany
who are assassination targets in a "wild card" terrorist
operation. The operation is being run through the Rocke
fellers' Interpol and Institute for Policy Studies terrorist
networks, in an attempt to terrorize Europe away from
its moves to break with the U.S. dollar.
It has been determined that the main element in the
Federal Republic responsible for the terrorist operations
is the so-called Willy Brandt wing of the Socialist Inter8

national, typified in Italy by elements associated with
Socialist Party faction leaders Lombardi and Craxi.

USLP Leader, Anti-U.S. Industrialists
Targeted as "Fascists"
The deployed IPS-Interpol terrorist networks and
their broader environment are currently being put
through a belief structure mode of conditioning in which
LaRouche in particular is cast as a fascist and in which
industrialists and others working towards the creation of
a Third National Bank and an International Develop
ment Bank are likewise cast as fascists.
The evidence corroborating this profile and confirming
the precise network connections to U.S. National Secur
ity Council chief Zbigniew Brzezinski is the following:
In the United States, the "LaRouche is another Hitler"
line is being circulated by the Socialist Workers' Party
(SWP), the affiliate of the Fourth Internaitonal in West
ern Europe run by NATO intelligence agent Ernest Man
del. In the July 22, 1977 issue of the Militant, the organiza
tion's newspaper, the SWP attacks the U.S. Labor Party
call for a Whig coalition in the USA, calling the Labor
party a "fascist-like group." The article states: "The
USLP has all the earmarks of a fascist gang, even down
to the use of phony radical rhetoric. Hitler's Nazis used
the same trick, even putting the word socialist into the
name of their party."
The "LaRouche is a fascist" line first surfaced in a
published slander of the U.S. Labor Party appeared last
year by an Institute for Policy Studies front, the "Terror
ist Information Project," entitled "Brownshirts of the
70s." That publication specifically targeted the USLP for
physical attacks by various terrorist countergangs.
In West Germany, during the period in which the "hit
list" has been known to be in operation, a number of
European Labor Party organizers have been approached
by well-dressed men who then say, "LaRouche is b right,
but he is like Hitler." Public statements conforming to
this line have been recently issued by Erhardt Eppler,
the Social Democratic Party Chairman in Baden-Wur
temberg, who characterized the ELP as supported by
right-wing elements and industrialists, and by SPD
Executive Committee member Horst Ehmke.
This operation coheres with parallel statements from
Klaus Croissant, known to be the field controller of the
Baader-Meinhof and related Interpol terrorist units.
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Croissant, speaking on Swiss and French media follow
ing his escape to France from West Germany last month,

stated, "The people who are doing this fight, who assas
sinated Buback and Ponto, are in·the same situation as

the resistance in Germany during the 1930s. They are

dollar orbit at the time of his death. Ponto was gunned
down in cold blood in his home on July 30 by a Baader
Meinhof hit squad led by Susanne Albrecht, the daughter

of one of Ponto's friends, who has been known to and sur
veilled by West German police as a participant in inter

fighting fascism..."

national terrorist operations since 1973.

the French gutter "philosopher" Jean-Paul Sartre, and
with Rand-Massachusetts Institute of Technology brain

fear and hatred of his private International Development
Bank proposal, which is the basis of current international

Dusseldorf University is the originator of the profile.

latest Rockefeller-Carter ordered murder, WerBell's ac
ceptance of the LaRouche assignment marks the first

The network broadly associated with Croissant, with

washer Noam Chomsky initiated the "LaRouche equals
Hitler" formulation. Specifically, Professor Heinz of

Heinz is known to collaborate with the Sigmund Freud In
stitute in Frankfurt, and with a network of sociologists
and psychologists which directly controls and provides
cover for the Baader-Meinhof. These individuals include

Dr. Mitscherlich of the Sigmund Freud Institute, Prof.
Seifert of Hannover University, Peter Brueckner of Han
nover University, and Johannes Agnoli of the Berlin Free
University. The latter was one of the 48 professors who
publicly issued their support for the Buback assassina

LaRouche's name is on the list due to the Rockefeller's

moves away from the dollar.
While Europe has reacted with unconcealed rage at the

clear public break by U.S. Whigs away from the defen
sive, foxhole mentality which has hitherto dominated
their resistance to the fascist program of the Carter Ad

ministration. While many Whigs had signaled their

cautious agreement with the controversial Labor Party
chairman's proposals in private, until WerBell's an
nouncement yesterday that he would provide protection

for LaRouche, there had been no clear manifestation of

Whig determination to resist the Carter Administration's

tion. Jochen Steffen, head of the JUSOs. the SPD youth
organization and member of the Central Committee of
the Social Democratic Party, is also implicated.

Prominent among U.S. conservative lawyers, WerBell's

evidenced by the recent resurgence of Hitlerphobia
through the activities of the author and movie producer

gency expert and special weapons designer, dates back'
to his World War II service in the Office of Strategic Ser

Fest, writing this week in the Frankfurter Allegemeine
'Zeitung, defends the provoking of a "Hitler debate"

Whigs Put To Test

-The pattern of conditioning in West Germany is further

Fest, who recently released a book and movie on Hitler.

based on the "danger of a resurgence of a guy like Hitler
who proposes simple solutions."

Maximum Security Required

blatant attempts to do away with the U.S. Constitution.

career as a military officer, geopolitician, counterinsur-,

vices (OSS).

The Whigs' determination was immediately put to the

test yesterday as the Carter State Department, in an ex

traordinary and flagrant violation of its own normal pro

cedures, moved to block the departure of Capt. Cooper

for Wiesbaden by denying him needed special clearance.
For any trained analyst reviewing both the pattern of
media and related "conditioning" and the recent move
ments and actions of the Baader-Meinhof and related ter

rorist units, the following conclusions are immediately

obvious:
( 1) The crucial belief structure themes are fascism
and industrialization. The targets of the attack are,

therefore, a broad layer of individuals and institutions
targeted through their association with these key

themes.
(2) The broad "thematic" focus of the conditioning
can only conform with a massive bloodbath mode of de

ployment, with the immediate potential targets focused

on West Germany and Italy.
The immediate potential target list, therefore, is to be

seen as any individual or institution on the Blumenthal
"Enemies List" that can be directly or indirectly asso

ciated with the Hitler or Mussolini regimes. West Ger
man Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, a former intelligence

officer during World War II. is a relevant example of tar

gets, as is FIAT President Agnelli.
Individuals conforming to such a profile must be pt:ovi
ded with all maximum security measures. Institutions
and personnel associated with targeted individuals like

wise are to considered as targets for a bloodbath.
The first victim of the terror wave was banker Jurgen
Ponto, chairman of the huge Dresdner Bank, who had

been leading efforts to move West Germany out of the

State Department officials clearly implicated Interpol in

th� delay by subjecting Capt. Cooper to extraordinary
detailed interrogation on his planned activities, including

the question, "does this (trip) involve Interpol?"

At the same time, State Department officials made a
series of highly irregular calls throughout the day to poli
tical and other figures in Georgia, where WerBell is
based, to make inquiries concerning the nature of
Cooper's business in Wiesbaden.

Between 2 pm yesterday and this afternoon, when
State Department officials complaining of "extreme

pressure" finally approved clearance, calls by congress
men, congressional offices, journalists, and angry citi
zens reportedly tied up a significant part of State Depart
ment operations. Earlier in the day, Captain Cooper filed
a formal complaint against the Passport Office (just
purged by Carter) and had threatened to bring suit
against the State Department for violation of his rights.

The impact of the Whig mobilization was alreadY evi
dent in the Senate Aug. 3, where USLP spokesman Susan
Kokinda testified before the Environmental and Public
Works Committee and brought up the terrorist threat to
LaRouche and others. West Virginia Senator Jennings

Randolph, presiding at the hearing, congratulated her on
the statement. and ordered that it be printed up for distri

bution to all Committee members as a matter of "ex
treme importance" demonstrating the "extreme grav
ity" of the present situation.
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the direction of NATO political intelligence officer Paul

Interpo� Targets LaRouche

Henri Spaak.

In West Germany, the Wiesbaden headquarters of the

European Labor Party, where LaRouche is currently

staying, has been subjected to constant surveillance and

harassment by Interpol and the West German Bun
deskriminalamt

(BKA),

or

Federal

Criminal

Bu

reau - the Interpol-linked federal police agency which

is no w' under fire in West Germany for protecting the
Rockefeller-Interpol terrorist networks.

ELP Chairman Helga Zepp was unexplainedly cut off

twice as she attempted to discuss the threat to LaRouche
with BKA officials. And an ELP member in Milan who
attempted to telephone the Wiesbaden ELP headquar

ters was instead connected to the Wiesbaden office of In

terpol. Concern for LaRouche's security is heightened by
the presence of a large NATO installation in Wiesbaden;
NATO intelligence has been intimately involved in the In
terpol-IPS terrorist operations in Europe from its begin
ning.
Moreover, the BKA has refused to provide any security
for LaRouche or to cooperate in any way with ELP offi
cials, despite the fact that it is in possession of the terror
ists' "hit list" bearing LaRouche's name.

During the late 1960s, behavior modification tech
niques were used under NATO auspices by Heidelberg
University psychiatrist Dr. Wolfgang Huber to constitute

the Heidelberg Socialist (Mental) Patients Collective.
"Members" of the collective were subjected to behavior
modification, provided with weapons and demolitions
training, etc., and deployed into various anarchist and
Maoist formations, particularly the terrorist Baader
Meinhof gang.
Several leaders of these gangs wer e dir'ec t associates

of the Institute for Policy Studies, and were officially

listed in IPS rosters during the period of intensive terror
ist activities by the Baader-Meinhof, the Maoist Kommu
nistische Bund Westdeutschlands, (KBW), etc.

The first generation of these zombies was that char

acterized by the flamboyant "Red Rudi" Dutschke, who
received international attention during the 1968 student
protests, the second was the Baader-Meinhof terrorist
gang, led by now deceased Ulrike Meinhof and impri
soned Andreas Baader.

Interpol-Free Probe Needed

The Bundezpost, (federal comm.unications) executive

is presently also suspected of complicity in conscious

Despite the protests of the West German press, the

of LaRouche's communications in the Federal Republic.

BKA is continuing to exert a dragging effect on the Ponto
case. The BKA professes to be unable to find Miss Al

Ruhr region and the cities of Wiesbaden and Bremen.

since 1973, when she loaned her passport for grenade

reduction of security for LaRouche through harassment
Evidence of this has been obtained in the cases of the
Members of the Baader-Meinhof spinoff group called

"Red Morning" who have claimed credit for the Ponto

murder, called news agencies on August 2 and threaten

ed that "more members of the exploiting class will be

executed" unless their demands for immediate release
of all jailed terrorists is met.
But the once docile West German press has reacted

with rage at the latest round of terrorism, which follows
on the April murder by terrorists of West German Fede
ral Prosecutor Siegfried Buback.

Little effort has been made to conceal the Interpol links
to the operation. The prestigious Frankfurter Allgemeine
Zeitung yesterday pointed out that the West German ter

rorists pass with impunity across the borders between

brecht - although she has been

under surveillance

running into Beirut - and has made only one arrest in

the case. Furthermore the BKA continues to circulate its

cover story that the Ponto murder - a deliberate, pro
fessional execution - was really a botched kidnapping.

LaRouche has demanded that the West German and
other European governments execute an immediate

campaign to clean up the terrorists. Such action, La

Rouche has stressed, must be uncontaminated by police
and intelligence agencies controlled by Interpol. To clean

up the terrorists, LaRouche stated, means going after
their protectors. The U.S. Labor Party chairman charged
that in Italy, Socialist Party fi g ures Bettino Craxi and

Riccardo Lombardi and U.S. Ambassador to Italy Rich
ard Gardner are involved in the protection of and deploy

to watch.

ment of Europe's terrorists. Investigation must also be
pursued against certain high-level individuals in the

commercial daily, lashed out yesterday at the BKA for

government.

various European nations - which Interpol is supposed
Handelsblatt, West Germany's major industrial and

refusing to divulge information in their possession con
cerning the activities and movements of the Baader

Meinhof terrorists. The newspaper went on to demand
that the individuals on the terrorists' "murder list" must
be immediately informed by the BKA as to the existing
threat to their lives.

Who The Terrorists Are
The layer of terrorists who carried out the Buback mur
der in April and last weekend's Ponto murder are the
"third generation" of a line of terrorists whose roots go
back to the'early 1950s creation of the "SoPo" grouping
within the West German Social Democratic Party (SPD)
by Ernest Mandel, Peter Von Oertzen and others under
10
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Social Democracy whose names are known to the BRD

In the U.S., the Congress has both the responsibility
and the authority to move for a full investigation to root

out the terrorism, both because the involvement of the

Carter Administration in the ugly murder of Ponto and

threatened murder of LaRouche and others to protect the
New York banks, and because of the deep and long-stand
ing involvement of the U.S. creation NATO in the vio

lence sweeping Europe today.
Police officials in New York City have already appre
hended one suspect in the F ALN bombings, one David
Perez. Perez has longstanding links to Institute for Pol

icy Studies terrorist operations. A former

"defense

minister" of the IPS and Ford Foundation-linked "Young

Lords" terrorist organization of the late 1960s, Perez was

involved in a 1969 "peoples church" takeover in New

York's East Harlem. That takeover eventually led to the

formation of the Lincoln Detox Center in the Bronx which
was the site where the "Black Liberation Army" terror

ists were trained in preparation for their spree of police

vestigating the case in both New York and Chicago were

known to be dissatisfied with the pace of FBI efforts to
apprehend the FALN, which was responsible for a fatal
bombing at New York's Fraunces Tavern in 1974 and

killings in 1972. Perez was arrested in a "safehouse"
stocked with FALN propaganda - a safehouse rented

other terrorists acts.

by a Lincoln Detox staffer.

arrest, New York City Mayor Abraham Beame scored

The U.S. Labor Party has periodically briefed re
sponsible New York Police Department officials on
aspects of the Black Liberation Army and related terror
ist cases which have come to the party's attention
through its investigations of the Institute for Policy
Studies and other Rockefeller-linked intelligence opera
tions.

Local New York City investigators had linked the
FALN terrorists to the Episcopal Church and to Rocke

feller's' "Interchurch Center" and World Council of
Churches prior to last week's bombings. Grand juries in-

Following the latest bombing and prior to the Perez

the FBI for its lax surveillance

of known F ALN mem

bers.
In a statement issued August 4, LaRouche comment
ed: "Once we're out of this, we're going to stamp out ter

rorism once and for all, even if we have to step on a few
toes to do it. Terrorism such as the obscene murder of
Dresdner Bank official J urgen Ponto, and the targeted
assassination of other bankers and industrialists cannot

be tolerated., The creatures who are carrying this out
don't seem to realize that their action can lead to nuclear
war."
- Paul Amest

FAZ On The Terrorists IScorched Earthl Strategy
A

leading

West

German

daily,

the

Frankfurter

Allgemeine Zeitung, published this analysis of terrorist
deployments in its Aug. 2 issue.

Normally, the proximity of direct action jeopardizes
possibility for propagandistic work. Croissant's
"International Committee for the Defense of Political

the

in West Europe," whose "BRD Section"
resided at his Stuttgart office, coordinates all efforts to
put into motion an international movement, of sympathy
for the "Red Army Fraction" (RAF) and the prisoners
Prisoners

Susanne Albrecht and two of the three women with

whom she was put in contact after the murder of the
banker Jurgen Pontq, had until recently be'Em working in
the Stuttgart office of Croissant, the lawyer who has fled
to France. This adds still more strength to the suspicion
that a new headquarters of West German terrorism has

been formed either in or in the vicinity of this office. The
assassins of Federal Prosecutor Buback and of his two

escorts used the community of Sachsenhain just outside

of Stuttgart as a base of operations for their crime. The
"letter of acknowledgment" which explained the reasons

from this circle. Their main theme in the past has been
their attempt to push the thesis of the alleged murder of
Ulrike Meinhof. Besides this, the lawyers working with
Croissant - Arndt Muller and Arnim Hewerle - did

intensive legal work in order to remain in touch with the
RAF members incarcerated at various locations.
The terrorists consider these and other activities to be

Stammheim prisoners around Gudrun Ensslin and An

extremely important. It is all the more surprising, then,
that they should forego the basis of the office's potential
influence, by using it also as a center of direct actions.

whom they are in contact.
The alleged murderers or accomplices arrested and

prosecutor an.d for the tragic outcome of the attempted
kidnapping of the banker Ponto, then this would indi�ate

to a grouping around the lawyer Haag, who was arrested

Republic, to follow a scorched-earth policy for the sake of
direct action, i.e., to carry out actions without any

for the deed closely resembles the speaking style of the
dreas Baader, or of the persons outside this prison with

jailed following the successful dragnet - who all belong

in 1976 - indicated their urgent desire to be transferred
to Baader at Stammheim - a desire whose realization

If this holds true for the_ ,assassination of the federal

a

readiness,

at

least

with

respect

to

the

Federal

motivated

consideration of the on-the-spot consequences. The
result of such a strategy would be, for example, giving up
a base of op erations as soon as someone has worn it out.
Croissant's retreat to France could be understood in this

Stuttgart legal office has made a considerable contri
bution to this.
With regard to the activities we are observing, we

strategy from the last press statement from Croissant's
office and from the documentation available with it. The

was to be helped along by means of hunger strikes.

It seems that the Baader-Meinhof Gang has not lost

any

of

its

attractiveness

for

politically

criminals, and there also seems to be evidence that the

way.
One could have also already figured out such a

a

documentation consisted of letters by Ulrike Meinhof

of the headquarters in Stuttgart - or at whatever
location it happened to center around - both aspects are

letters were passed around among the Baader-Meinhof
prisoners through the "Info system." The closest con
fidants belonged to the circle of recipients known as

must,

however,

differentiate

between

those

of

propagandistic nature, and those aimed at preparing or
carrying out a criminal offense. The fact that in the case

co-existent, must give pause for thought. Put in this
context, Croissant's disappearance
border is also placed in a new light.

over the French

written during the last years before her suicide. These

"Info I." The most general items were passed along
"Info IlL"
A string of lawyers participated in this Info system. A
INTERNATIONAL
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